
75823IN-**                                 BOTTLE TRAP 350MM

1249726-IN2-B

All information is based on the latest product information available at the time of publication. KohlerCo. 
reserves the right to make changes in product characteristics, packaging, or availability at any time without 
notice.

NOTE: 
1. Observe all local plumbing codes. 
2. Shut off the main water supply. 
3. According to rough-in dimensions, drain stub-out should be pre arranged in the wall. Inside diameter of the 
drain stub-out must be little bigger than  Ø 32 mm (recommended 33~42 mm). It can extend beyond the wall, 
but no more than 10 mm. The pipe of the bottle trap can reach in to drain stub-out no less than 25 mm.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

BEFORE YOU BEGIN

ROUGH-IN DIMENSIONS

INSTALLATION 
Install the drain to lavatory according to the manufacturer installation instruction. 

Insert rubber plug(9) into drain stub-out(8), Measure the distance from drain outlet 
to drain stub-out(8), ensure the horizontal pipe(6) into the drain stub-out at least 
25mm. Cut it off as needed. Be careful, not to damage the finish.Insert the pipe
into drain stub-out. Slide the escutcheon(7) on to pipe(6).

Take off gasket(1) from Vertical pipe(3). Loosen the inlet nut(5), pull out-ward the
pipe. Connect the pipe to drain outlet(4) threads by nut(2) with the gasket.

Insert vertical pipe(3) into bottle trap body. Ensure the vertical pipe must be inserted
atleast 25 mm inside the drain body. Tighten the inlet nut(5) to secure the bottle trap.

Fill up the gap between drain stub-out and horizontal pipe with plumber putty or 
sealants. Remove any excess putty or sealant. Push escutcheon against the fininshed wall.
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1249726-IN2-B

INSTALLATION CHECKOUT
Ensure all coupling nuts are tightened.

Turn on the drain and main water supply. Check for leaks. Repair as required.

Clean Debris in Bottle Trap

Turn the trap(10) counter clockwise until fully removed from the bottle trap 
body. Set the gasket(9) aside. Clean out any debris that has collected in the 
trap. Reinstall the trap with the gasket to the bottle trap body.
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